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Midcoast Public Health Council 
Meeting Minutes – September 10, 2019 

Knox County Emergency Management Agency, Rockland, Maine 

DRAFT DATED 09-20-2019 
 

 

Council Members: Cathy Cole – LincolnHealth - Chair; Kate Martin – Healthy Lincoln County (HLC) - Vice Chair; Sue Campbell-Out Maine; Susan 
Dupler-Belfast Public Health; Caer Hallundbaek – Waldo County General Hospital; Adam Lacher – Alzheimer’s Association – Maine; Chris Lyman – 
Brunswick Public Health Consultant; Rachael McCormick – Penobscot Bay/Waldo Hospitals; Marianne Pinkham – ME Assoc. of Family & 
Consumer Sciences; Connie Putnam – Knox County Community Health Coalition (KCCHC); Katie Tarbox -Making Communities Happen/Meals on 
Wheels; Becky Dinces- Penquis CAP; Melissa Scholz- Maine Center for Disease Control and Prevention (Maine CDC) Public Health Nursing; Ray 
Sisk- Knox EMA Director; Drexell White – Maine CDC 
 
Stakeholders/Guests: Director Shah- Maine CDC (presenter); Doreen Fournier- Program Manager, UNE (presenter); Nick Beverage- Program 
Coordinator, UNE (presenter); Wanda Gamage-Wyman – KCCHC; Karyn Butts – Maine CDC; Molly Stone – KCCHC; Jess Breithaupt – HLC; Kristina 
Verney – LincolnHealth; Bruce Hodsdon- Coastal Recovery Center; Nia Foderingham- Bath Iron Works; Tim Hughes- Seaport Community Health 
Center; Jamie Parsons- Mid Coast Public Transportation; Kelsey Wolley- LincolnHealth; Katy Hiza- MMCA-HeadStart; Chris Rector- Senator Angus 
King; Alison Crawford- MaineHealth; Judith Hatch-Orme- Knox Clinic; Cynthia Gardner- Knox County Jail;  
 
Online: Al May- Maine CDC; Maura Goss- Maine CDC; Melissa Fochesato- Mid Coast Hospital; Heather Washburn- Crisis Counseling; one missing 
 
Council Staff: Julie Daigle- Maine CDC 

 

AGENDA DISCUSSION ACTION(S) 

Welcome/Introductions Cathy Cole (Chair) introduced Julie Daigle as the new Council Coordinator, and 
Knox County Emergency Management Agency’s Candice, who provided some 
housekeeping notes 

 

Consent Agenda Council minutes approved unanimously  

Administrative Reports  
1. Membership 

1. Drexell White shared that a membership crosswalk is performed every 
year to make certain we have representation that is in alignment with 

Drexell/Julie will send 
out notification to the 
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2. Election- SCC rep 
3. Bylaws 
4. SCC Report 
5. YMHFA 

 

what our bylaws require. We are soliciting names of people to become 
council members, with a review at the upcoming November meeting, and 
a council vote at the February 2020 meeting. If anyone is interested in 
becoming a member, let Julie or any council member know. 

2. The election of Melissa Fochesato to a full term as SCC representative was 
unanimously approved. She was serving previously as a fill-in for a term 
that was vacated before it had expired. Connie Putnam will remain as the 
alternate for Melissa Fochesato. 

3. Every three years, the Council is required to look at the bylaws and assess 
them for any changes. Members are asked to review the bylaws now; the 
proposed changes will be presented to the full council at the November 
meeting. Council members will vote on them in the February 2020 
meeting. 

4. The SCC did not meet in June; they will be meeting on September 19th in 
Bangor. The meeting was moved to Bangor to allow attendees to 
participate in both the Prevention Services meeting and the SCC meeting, 
if desired. The public is invited. 

5. MPHC contracted with NAMI Maine to provide youth mental health first 
aid training. These have been completed; 80 people were trained. Follow 
up surveys have been sent out; we expect the final report to be 
generated at the end of September, which is also the end of the contract 
period. The Steering Committee members will be asking participants a 
final question, which is whether participants engaged colleagues and 
peers about the training. 

SCC Chair regarding the 
election of Melissa 
Fochesato to a full term 
as SCC representative. 
 
The Steering Committee 
will communicate with 
participants, via NAMI, 
to find out whether 
they’ve engaged 
colleagues and peers 
about the training. 
 
 
 

Presentations 
-Director Shah  
 

            He is traveling around the state to get a sense of what’s going on, on the 
            ground- how the folks who are closer to the problems are dealing with 
            them, so that the state can help deal with them more effectively. He  
           shared a little bit about why he and his family made the move from Illinois  
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           to Maine. 

A. Strategic (overall/vision) plan: 

             Congratulated Maine for providing a warm welcome to the asylum 
seekers: he described the principles of the agency he wants to create as 
one that responds quickly, collaboratively, and fundamentally, responds 
compassionately- as we did in response to the asylum seekers. 

               The first step is to rebuild what has been lost over the past 7-9 
years. Over 100 official state lines were converted to contracts, and 
several federal grants were not applied for, or those services were 
outsourced, so a priority is rehiring for those positions. The number of 
public health nurses have more than doubled in the past several months, 
although hiring is more of a challenge in some parts of the state than in 
others. Two new positions have been filled in public health preparedness- 
one in planning, and the other in a position that oversees situations 
requiring deployment. 

              Good and transparent data is a priority- not simply collecting the 
data, but also organizing it so that it is useful, and sharing it back with the 
public and with specialists at the local level so that they can make good 
decisions. 

              He wants to see more and better stakeholder engagement. He 
wants to see CDC staff at more local level discussions and participating 
robustly in those. At the end of this, he is hoping to see the agency seen 
as support for local-level applications for federal grant funding.  

B. Tactical (more detailed, or everyday) planning: 

                            He emphasized that the topics he mentions here are not the only 
              areas of concern or focus, simply ones of interest that are not necessarily 
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             on everyone’s radar. The opioid crisis, elder care, and workforce  
             challenges that come with an aging population are still high priorities. 

                            Vaping- Historically, the agency’s ability to communicate with   
             health care providers in times of urgency hasn’t been good. In times of 
            crisis, there is a very well-defined pathway for communication.  
             However, investigating the possible connection between severe lung  
             complications and vaping (an urgent situation, not a crisis) needs case 
             reports, and the agency is not getting them. He requested those who  
             work with clinicians to ask them if they are aware of possible cases of lung  
             injury associated with vaping, and to report them. The place to call is the 
             same number as for Lyme’s cases and whooping cough- the 
             communicable disease hotline: 1-800-821-5821.  
             Disease.reporting@maine.gov fax 1-800-293-7534. This is a number best  
             used by health care providers, due to the nature of some of the questions  
             that are asked in the course of the call. He also said that the agency needs 
             to think about a better way to communicate with providers in general;  
             HAN works, but we need something better, particularly in cases like this,  
             where it is not a communicable disease, but is still a situation of concern.  
             Because lung disease related to vaping is not an “outbreak” (in the sense 
             of a communicable disease), it is not necessarily on physicians’ radars to 
             make a call to the CDC about it. The sooner the call is made, however, the  
             easier it will be to test the fluid that may be causing the problems. 
 
                            The CDC is working on rule-making around the new Death with 
             Dignity law. 
 
                             The CDC is also working on rule-making around the new 
            immunization legislation, and is actively seeking comments and 
            feedback. The legislation provides pretty tight guidelines around what we  
            can and cannot do, but public health needs to provide a united front, since 

mailto:Disease.reporting@maine.gov
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            skeptics will point to anything less as a sign of an absence of support. 

                He wants to make the agency an easier partner to do business 
with. This might mean that rules and processes become standardized; it 
might mean more updates and more open dialogue. Some changes will 
be purely internal- such as streamlining the way grant applications and 
contracts are reviewed and approved; shortening turnaround times; 
lessening conflicting answers; improving efficiency and effectiveness; and 
working on quality improvement projects within the agency. 

              After an attendee asked about reversing a recent trend to blur the 
boundaries between the CDC and DHHS and providing legislators with 
better information so that they can make better decisions, Director Shah 
said that he hopes the CDC will take a seat at the table of legislative 
decisions moving forward, whether that is as a neutral arbitrator of 
health information or taking a more aggressive stance when legislation is 
proposed that will be damaging to public health. He also agreed that 
having a clearer definition for the role of the CDC in public health is 
important.   

             He expressed a preference for not taking an ‘absolutist’ or 
‘strident’ view in public health and in prevention, as, for example, in a 
situation where advocating with community members for the use of 
vaping under certain conditions and in certain situations can improve 
health outcomes (the “harm reduction” model). Attendees responded, 
and Director Shah clarified that he is in support of taking a more strident 
stance in the case of those under 21 in the state of Maine, and that we 
should also look to standardizing vaping devices and e-juice if we are 
going to be encouraging their use to quit smoking. 

                 He supports using prescribed vehicles and channels in the rule 
making process; doing otherwise, he stated, may provide individuals who 
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want to derail the process with ammunition. He said Drexell will provide 
information to the Council about one or more listservs that those who are 
interested in getting updates about rules can go. 

                     He also said that he is particularly interested in supporting 
employers as recovery-focused workplaces, and that NH pioneered ways 
to do use employers to engage in public health. He said that some 
employers in Maine, like Bath Iron Works, are already doing this. 

 

Presentations 
-Doreen Fournier and 
Nick Beverage (SUPS 
Update) 

SUPS work is under MaineHealth and the Center for Tobacco Independence 
(tobacco cessation and prevention); the University of New England, which 
provides direct oversight for the Substance Use Prevention Services work; and 
Opportunity Alliance, which oversees the Maine Youth Action network. Most 
orgs are based in Portland, but the work occurs statewide. UNE will be adding a 
new staff person and are doing interviews at the moment. The first-ever cross-
domain prevention services kickoff is happening on September 19th in Bangor. 
Director Shah will be presenting along with a panel of other folks, and then there 
will be afternoon breakouts for more intensive training.  

SUPS reports and handouts provide more information about successes and 
ongoing projects. 

Working with ages 21 to 25 to reduce binge drinking. Developed a “drug 
detection guide” and are working with school resource officers to help provide 
protocols if students appear to be impaired (the idea is that student impairment 
may be related to poor home conditions or a bad night’s sleep, so the assistance 
helps to promote a school culture in which students understand that authority 
figures will notice if they are performing poorly. Also wrapping up a school-based 
substance use curriculum that is less about which substance is used and more 
about alternative ways of coping; skills based. The school-based initiatives 
provide low cost alternatives for schools and tie into Maine Learning Results. 
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Overall, the SUPS projects tend to work 12-25 year olds, but a recent grant works 
with ages 12 and up.  

UNE is being given about a million dollars to work with 18-25 years old over a 
two-year grant, which is the hardest population to reach, although they are also 
the one that uses the most. While university students are easier to reach, there 
are still barriers to reaching them. UNE is working with Maine CDC on what those 
intiatives will look like moving forward. 

It was suggested that there may be existing success stories about pilots in local 
prevention coalitions that may provide guidance for how to reach the most 
difficult to reach populations. 

1. Lead, Obesity, 
and MH 
Oversight 
Committees 
meet and report 
out 

2. General updates 
 
 

Lead- Karyn Butts shared that the new 2018 data blood levels at county level, 
which have not been officially reported yet, appear to double the number of 2 
year olds tested over 2017; there are more modest increases among 1 year-olds. 
The Governor signed into law universal blood-levels testing; this was formerly 
only for MaineCare enrollees. There are some memos to share with providers 
available if you reach out to her. The new data is contrasted with the data that 
only 8% of two year olds were getting tested in Sagadohoc in 2017. Hopefully this 
will destigmatize the practice as applying only poor kids. Until we get more data 
from a more comprehensive group of kids, it will be difficult to tell if we were 
missing a lot of children with very high blood levels of lead, but anecdotal 
evidence from NH suggests that this may be the case.  

Obesity- some of the discussion points: the group talked about the idea of 
bringing together representatives from local conservancies and land trusts at 
district events. They are interested in finding a central location to list 
resources/development of a district-wide resource guide, modeled on something 
done by Melissa Fochesato and her team at Mid Coast Hospital. They discussed 
the possibility of utilizing the CDC website and MPHC calendar to help provide 
more visibility for events. And lastly, they would like to promote participation 
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and awareness of physical activity opportunities with the community and local 
businesses.  

Mental Health- The group discussed the types of support that unpaid care 
providers who are living at home with someone who has cognitive decline such 
as Alzheimers’s/dementia might need; livable communities/age-friendly 
communities; and the creation of a resource guide, particularly one that helps 
provide guidance to services, either where they are located or where there might 
be “service deserts.” 

Overall, attendees also asked about what kinds of decisions might be made at 
the September 19 SCC meeting that could affect the work community 
stakeholders are doing. Drexell talked about the upcoming work on the Local 
Public Health System Assessments, and the original charge of the DCCs, which 
was to help the CDC be prepared for accreditation; to monitor and support the 
delivery of the 10 essential public health services; and to help coordinated public 
health services within their region. At the moment, the push is to get familiarized 
with the LPHSA, and then to develop a game plan to use the data in a meaningful 
way.  

This is a qualitative assessment, not a quantitative one, and involves voting on 
capacity in specific areas, which the tool turns into a rating, and which can then 
be used to help identify areas of particular interest or development in the 
district. This was promoted previously, in 2008-2009, and one attendee said that 
it resulted in practical and helpful partnerships. 

Public Health 
Partnering/Collaboration 
Opportunities 

Adam Lacher/Alzheimer’s Association- as mentioned at our last meeting, the 
Maine CDC had applied for funding for a Healthy Brain Initiative Planning lab. 
Adam shared that this application was successful. Maine is one of only 9 states 
who were accepted, and is the only one east of the Mississippi to have been 
awarded the grant. Lots of partners were involved in the successful application, 
from the CDC to Jackson Lab and community coalitions (Maine Health, AARP, 
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Maine Long Term Care Ombudsman Program, UNE and others). Adam will be 
presenting their planning efforts on Alzheimer’s risk reduction, workforce for 
early diagnosis and care, etc at the Maine Wisdom Summit coming up on 
September 24 at the Augusta Civic Center; this will be similar to the presentation 
he gave to the MPHC recently. He thanked the York County Healthy Communities 
task force, headed by the York County District Liaison Adam Hardwick, and Al 
May, the Downeast Public Health District DL, for their help. He also mentioned 
the primary care practices in Sanford as providing great resources/having done 
excellent work, in local initiatives similar to the Healthy Brain Initiative which 
they’ve pursued on their own.  
 
The Alzheimer’s Association secured 100% of the funding for the Maine CDC's 
Cognitive Decline Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance Survey Module. 
 
Update on the legislative efforts around this: LD 84 passed (allowing spouses to 
be paid PSS). LD 1548 (calls for time study at all Assisted Living Facilities in Maine, 
as well as rule changes around memory units, and dementia training 
recommendations) also passed. LD 455 and 511 are still on the table. LD 455: 65 
million for a bond to build up infrastructure around Alzheimer’s Research. LD 
511: Full time position in HHS to coordinate and implement the 
recommendations in the State Plan for Alzheimer's Disease and Related 
Dementias in Maine AND the Healthy Brain Initiative. 
 
The group gave a big thank you to Adam and others associated with these 
initiatives/accomplishments.  
 

Wrap Up & Adjourn - Meeting adjourned at 11:30am  

 

 


